Abstract This paper compares behavior under four different implementations of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: the standard random termination method [proposed by Roth and Murnighan (J Math Psychol 17:189-198, 1978)] and three other methods that de-couple the expected number of rounds and the discount factor. Two of these methods involve a fixed number of repetitions with payoff discounting, followed by random termination [proposed by Sabater-Grande and . We also propose a new method-block random termination-in which subjects receive feedback about termination in blocks of rounds. We find that behavior is consistent with the presence of dynamic incentives only with methods using random termination, with the standard method generating the highest level of cooperation. Subject behavior in the other two methods display two features: a higher level of stability in cooperation rates and less dependence on past experience. Estimates of the strategies used by subjects reveal that across implementations, even when the discount rate is the same, if interactions are expected to be longer defection increases and the use of the Grim strategy decreases.
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Introduction
The prisoner's dilemma captures in its simplest form a fundamental tension of interest in the social sciences: the conflict between social efficiency and individual optimality. This tension underlies many interesting interactions, economic and otherwise. Examples include, but are not limited to: Cournot competition, the tragedy of the commons, team production with unobservable effort, natural resource extraction, and public good provision. It has long been recognized that repeating such interactions can introduce dynamic incentives, where cooperation can be rewarded and individualistic behavior can be punished in subsequent rounds: thus enabling cooperation to be sustained in equilibrium. Although the theory of infinitely repeated games has been used extensively to explain cooperation in a variety of environments, it has, for the most part, been silent on the issue of equilibrium selection (when players are sufficiently patient, both cooperation and defection are possible equilibrium actions). A growing number of experimental papers have contributed to the literature on infinitely repeated games, not only by testing theoretical predictions, but also by helping to sharpen the predictions of theory when there is multiplicity of equilibria by providing insights into the determinants of cooperation.
The standard method for implementing infinitely repeated games in the laboratory uses random termination [proposed by Roth and Murnighan (1978) ] which links the number of expected repetitions of the stage game to the discount factor. While infinitely repeated games with payoff discounting are theoretically isomorphic to randomly terminated repeated games without payoff discounting, in practice, they correspond to very different environments.
1 However, we know little about whether or not people treat situations where the future is less valuable than the present in the same way as interactions that might exogenously terminate.
2 Clearly, there is no link between the expected number of rounds played and the discount factor (as in the standard method) when the underlying game that is modeled is infinitely repeated with payoff discounting. Furthermore, in practice, some situations are probably closer to one or the other of these extremes from a descriptive point of view. For instance, some markets have very high turnover (firms exiting frequently), and it probably makes sense to think of those environments as being closer to randomly terminated ones. In other applications, the key agentssuch as political parties for instance-are long lived, and it might make more sense to think of them as discounting future payoffs. In this paper, we compare behavior under four different implementations of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: the standard random termination method and three other methods that de-couple the expected number of rounds and the discount factor.
There are several reasons for which an experimenter might want to use alternative methods to implement infinitely repeated games in the laboratory. To investigate some of the questions that emerge naturally from this literature, it can be important to observe many rounds of a supergame. For example, Vespa (2015) studies a dynamic game in which, given the parameters, the cooperative strategy yields higher payoffs than other strategies only for supergames that last more than seven rounds. However, if the standard random termination method is used, given the discount factor, supergames of this length would be observed only 13 % of the time. If subjects' learning is influenced by realized outcomes, then it might be difficult for them to learn to cooperate. In some cases, the desire to de-couple the expected number of rounds and the discount factor comes from the opposite need: to reduce the number of rounds in a supergame. Cooper and Kühn (2014a) study communication in an infinitely repeated game. To reduce the difficulty of analyzing messages, they want to reduce the strategy space, which they achieve by limiting the number of rounds per repeated game.
Such considerations raise several questions. Does varying the number of rounds played for a fixed discount rate change behavior? In a larger context, do agents respond to payoff discounting and probabilistic continuation differently in repeated interactions?
3 From the perspective of testing the implications of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory, do different methods of implementation lead to different conclusions with respect to basic comparative statics of the theory? Finally, from a very practical point of view, if someone has a need to de-couple the discount factor and the number of rounds, what are the impacts of the different implementation methods?
The three variations on the standard randomly terminated (henceforth RT) game we consider are the following. In the RT games, after every round of play, there is a fixed known probability d that the game continues for an additional round, and a probability 1 À d ð Þthat the match ends. A match refers to a supergame, and a round is one play of the stage game. One variation involves payoff discounting followed by random termination (D?RT). In this method, a fixed (known) number of rounds are played with certainty, and payoffs in these rounds are discounted at a known rate d. After the rounds with certainty are played, there is a fixed known probability d that the match continues for an additional round, and payoffs in these rounds are no longer discounted. This procedure was first introduced by Sabater-Grande and Georgantzis (2002) and has since also been used in Cabral et al. (2014) and Vespa (2015) . Zwick et al. (1992) study an infinite horizon game, an alternating bargaining game, with an exogenous termination probability and compare the results to prior experiments using payoff discounting. Results are quite similar even though the experiments use different procedures. 4 Note that one could also first have a fixed number of rounds without payoff discounting followed by random termination. Such a procedure has been implemented in some experiments (Feinberg and Husted 1993; Feinberg and Snyder 2002) , but this changes the environment to a non-stationary one and, thus, for certain games, can introduce different equilibria. In Feinberg and Husted (1993) , for example, which studies collusive behavior in duopoly markets, collusion levels are higher in the first part of a supergame (without random termination) relative to the second part (after random termination is introduced).
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Another variation also starts with a fixed number of rounds with payoff discounting, but it is then followed by the coordination game induced by considering only two particular strategies in the infinitely repeated game-namely, the Grim trigger strategy and the strategy of always defecting. 5 This method (D?C) was first used in Cooper and Kühn (2014a) . 6 Finally, we consider a new procedure that we refer to as block random termination (BRT). The aim was to develop a procedure who's equivalence to the standard method did not depend on whether or not behavior is different when payoffs are discounted versus when the game is implemented with random termination (as in the D?RT method). Subjects play as in the standard RT, but in blocks of a pre-announced fixed number of rounds. Within a block, subjects receive no feedback about whether or not the match has continued until that round, but they make choices that will be payoff-relevant contingent on the match actually having reached that point. Once the end of a block is reached, subjects are told whether the match ended within that block and, if so, in what round; otherwise, they are told that the match has not ended yet, and they start a new block. Subjects are paid for rounds only up to the end of a match, and all decisions for subsequent rounds within that block are void. As in the RT, there is no payoff discounting. To the best of our knowledge, this method is new.
7 Under certain assumptions (to be discussed later), all three alternative implementations of the infinitely repeated game result in the same theoretical possibilities as random termination.
Our results show that each implementation generates sharp comparative statics: cooperation levels drop significantly when parameters of the stage game are changed to make mutual cooperation theoretically unsustainable. However, analysis of behavior within a match indicates that the cooperation observed with D?C is not supported by dynamic incentives. Under this method, as subjects gain experience, their response to the coordination game becomes independent of the history of play, and subjects' behavior in the first part of the game is similar to behavior observed in a finitely repeated game. Hence, our main finding is that for the purpose of studying infinitely repeated games and the use of dynamic incentives in the laboratory, the three implementations we studied that involve random termination are viable alternatives.
When comparing the other three methods that use random termination, we find the highest levels of cooperation with RT. However, D?RT generates the most stable cooperation rates within a match. Furthermore, we find behavior in D?RT and BRT to be significantly less affected by past experiences within a session. These findings make these methods potentially more desirable than RT when important variations in the realized length of supergames are expected to occur and the samples are small.
Our results also indicate that subjects respond to payoff discounting and probabilistic continuation in slightly different ways. For instance, we find strategy choice in an environment where interactions are likely to be short lived to be 5 The Grim trigger strategy involves first cooperating, followed by cooperation as long as the other player cooperates, but defection forever if either player defects. 6 Andersson and Wengström (2012) use coordination games with two pareto ranked equilibria that allows agents to support cooperation in the preceding PD, but not necessarily the specific one used in this paper. 7 It has since been used by Wilson and Wu (2014) . different from one where interactions are long lived, but agents discount future payoffs. Ex-ante, one might have expected that increasing the average number of interactions while keeping d constant should increase cooperation. This would be in line with the idea that increasing the number of rounds in a finitely repeated PD increases cooperation, as well as with the observation that increasing d, holding payoffs constant, leads to higher cooperation rates. However, estimation of strategies used by subjects in these different environments show that, with payoff discounting, subjects are more likely to be suspicious-i.e., reluctant to use strategies that start with cooperation in the first round. In fact, in D?RT the fraction of subjects who always defect increases, and subjects become less likely to support cooperation using a Grim strategy.
It is particularly important to understand the differing effects of these environments on the subjects' strategic considerations and on equilibrium selection as the theory of infinitely repeated games says very little about the factors that affect cooperation. Thus, systematic behavioral differences in repeated interactions with payoff discounting versus random continuation can have important implications for the application of the theory of infinitely repeated games to these different environments.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we compare the different methods examined theoretically, and we describe the experimental design. In Sect. 3, we discuss the results. We conclude, in Sect. 4, with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods. We also discuss the implications of our results beyond implementation of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory.
Theoretical considerations and design
Denote the stage game payoffs by the following:
Each of the alternative methods we investigate involves a number of rounds played with certainty, and we denote that number by q. Hence, in the case of D?RT, q rounds are played with payoff discounting, after which each additional round occurs with probability d where payoffs are no longer discounted. D?C involves q rounds played with payoff discounting, followed by the coordination game below (where G stands for Grim and AD for always defect):
8 As is usual for such a game, if
joint cooperation can be supported as part of a subgame perfect equilibrium.
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BRT will be q rounds played with certainty with no payoff discounting; the probability that any of these first q rounds is relevant for payments is given by the geometric distribution with parameter d. If the match does not end in the first block of q rounds, then an additional block of q rounds is played, and so on. How do the different implementation methods affect the condition for cooperation to be part of a subgame perfect equilibrium? In the case of D?RT, if agents are riskneutral, there is no difference; the condition is the same as in RT. For a risk-averse agent, a modified condition involving a different critical d would determine subgame perfection.
10 However, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2011) note that this should not have practical relevance given the parameters used in their experiment and the levels of risk aversion typically observed in experiments. This observation also holds true for most experiments conducted in this literature to date, including this one.
When it comes to the D?C implementation, more assumptions are required for it to be theoretically equivalent to RT. It must be the case that the strategic interaction between any two players in the continuation game starting from round 5 onwards can be summarized by a choice between the Grim and always defect strategies for each agent. Namely, the possible evolution of payoffs from round 5 onwards must be captured by a choice between full cooperation and full defection where miscoordination between the two agents can occur for only one round.
11 This is a potentially restrictive assumption. For example, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2015) provide evidence that strategies beside Grim and AD are often used. On the other hand, a very small set of strategies accounts for the majority of the data. Hence, whether or not this restriction is problematic is unclear.
Finally, BRT is theoretically equivalent to RT. However, one might worry that decisions are made in a different frame of mind, something that some have suggested is a potential problem with the strategy method.
12 BRT is similar to the strategy method 9 Thus, the probability that the block to be played is the last, given that the previous block was not the last, is given by
10 Sherstyuk et al. (2013) experimentally investigate the effect of paying only in the last round of a match (as opposed to all rounds) which eliminates the need to assume risk neutrality. They find no difference in behavior between the standard payment method and paying only in the last round of a match. Note also that Schley and Kagel (2013) find that behavior is not sensitive to presentation manipulation: i.e. if the payoffs are listed in cents or dollars does not affect cooperation rates. 11 This assumption is satisfied if subjects are playing strategies which are such that when they play against each other the resulting payoffs are equivalent to the set of payoffs achieved with only Grim and Always defect. For instance, Tit-For-Tat against AD gives the same payoff as Grim against AD. 12 Brandts and Charness (2000) find no difference between a ''hot'' and ''cold'' treatment in two one-shot games.
in the sense that when subjects make choices, they know that their choices will be payoff-relevant only in some states of the world. However, one should note that with BRT, unlike most implementations of the strategy method, in every round, a subject considers only one history of play, and the contingency of their choice comes only from random termination. If a match continues up to a certain round, then only the choices that the subject has made up to that round are relevant for payoffs. In most implementations of the strategy method, when a decision is made for each contingency, these contingencies are mutually exclusive; hence, it is often the case that only one of these choices will be payoff relevant when the uncertainty is resolved. In contrast, with BRT all the choices a subject has made could be used to determine payoffs.
Our experimental design involves a mix of within-and between-subjects design. The implementation method is evaluated across subjects, but the stage game will be varied within-subject. Throughout the experiment, d is set to 0.75. In the first part of each session, subjects play 12 matches with the payoff matrix given in Table 1a .
With such a stage game, cooperation can be supported with any discount factor d above 0.29. Moreover, for d greater than 0:4, cooperation is risk-dominant in the sense that when focusing only on the strategies always defect and Grim trigger (or Tit-For-Tat) the later risk dominates always defecting. Dal Bó and Fréchette (2011), Blonski et al. (2011) and Fudenberg et al. (2012) [reporting results based on data from Dreber et al. (2008) ] find that this criterion correlates with cooperation rates. This stage game and discount factor were selected because prior experiments suggests that such parameters will lead to cooperation rates above 0 but below 1, giving us room to observe the different implementation methods having a positive or negative impact on cooperation rates.
In the second part of the experiment, subjects play six matches with the stage game given in Table 1b . With this stage game, d needs to be above 0.86 for cooperation by both players, C; C ð Þ, to be an equilibrium. It is possible in equilibrium for subjects to alternate between D; C ð Þ and C; D ð Þ for d above 0.28.
13
Given the d of 3 4 , it is possible for C; C ð Þto emerge in equilibrium in the first part of the experiment but not in the second. We selected this set of parameters with the idea that it would result in a significant impact across parts 1 and 2, using the RT method, and, thus, allow us to test whether the comparative static results were the (2005) has a similar treatment (Pd1 with d ¼ 0:5) where, given the continuation probability, C; C ð Þcannot be supported in equilibrium, but it is possible to construct an equilibrium in which players alternate between D; C ð Þ and C; D ð Þ. He finds alternation between these two outcomes to be slightly higher in this treatment compared to another one with the same d but a different payoff structure, where this cannot be sustained in equilibrium. However, he concludes that there is only weak evidence to suggest that subjects play such an equilibrium. same across all four implementations. Since parameters in which alternation is an equilibrium but C; C ð Þcannot be supported in equilibrium are few [in fact, we know of only Dal Bó (2005)], we also wanted to add to the body of evidence on this case.
Clearly, cooperation rates could be different if the order was reversed, but since this is not relevant for the questions investigated here, we keep the order constant for simplicity, starting with more repetitions of the case where joint cooperation can emerge since prior evidence suggests that, in general, it is more difficult to generate cooperative behavior. Subjects were informed that the experiment had two parts, and the stage game for the second part was presented to the subjects only after the first part was over. Standard experimental procedures such as neutral language were used. Subjects were randomly re-matched between matches. Instructions can be found in the online appendix.
14 The number of periods played with certainty (except in the RT implementation), q, is set to four.
15 This implies that in treatment RT, the expected number of rounds per match is four. In D?RT, there is a minimum of four rounds and the expected number of rounds is seven. In the payoff discounting part of a match, payoffs are discounted by 0.75 every round. The stage game in round 4 for the first part of the experiment is given in Table 2a . 16 In D?C there are five rounds; the first four are the same as in D?RT, but the 5th round is given in Table 2b . 17 In the BRT treatment, the minimum number of rounds is four and the expected number of rounds that will be relevant for payment is four.
When a session of the RT treatment was conducted, the seed for the pseudorandom number generator was picked by the software (based on the internal clock) and saved. Thus, each session of the RT treatment used a different random termination sequence. However, sessions of the other treatments used the same random sequences as the RT treatment. This was to control for the effect that specific experiences in terms of the length of matches may have on the evolution of play [the impact of the length of matches on behavior has been documented before in, for example, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2011) for the PD and in Engle- Warnick and Slonim (2006) in the case of the trust game]. Three sessions per treatment were conducted at the CESS laboratory at NYU. Subjects were recruited among undergraduate students from multiple majors. Table 3 gives some basic information about the sessions and treatments.
The different methods examined in our experiment imply different expected lengths of interaction between the subjects, which can potentially have an effect on cooperation levels, as previous studies suggest. In infinitely repeated prisoner's dilemma experiments, for parameters in which cooperation can be sustained as a subgame perfect equilibrium, higher discount factors implying longer interactions (due to higher continuation probability in RT) generate higher cooperation levels. However, in these games, the cost of defection is also increasing with the expected length of interaction (if, for instance, some subjects are using Grim strategies). Unlike previous studies, in our experiment, the differences in expected length of interaction across our treatments are compensated for by differences in payoff discounting; thus, they provide no theoretical reason to expect differences in cooperation rates, unless those differences affect how subjects choose their strategies.
One should also note that observed differences in behavior across our treatments do not, in and of themselves, provide a contradiction to theory. For sufficiently high delta, the theory predicts a multiplicity of equilibria in all treatments. Our findings suggest that differences in these environments, without changing theoretical considerations, can have an effect on the strategies adopted by subjects and, consequently, on equilibrium selection (Table 4) .
Results
The first results on aggregate cooperation levels can be found in Table 4 . 18 The left panel presents the data focusing only on round one, while the right panel includes all rounds, except for round five for D?C. Note that variations across treatments when including all rounds can come about for a variety of reasons. For instance, if cooperation decreases within matches, since D?RT results in longer matches than Throughout the text, unless noted otherwise, the statistical tests are based on probit estimations allowing for clustering at the session level. For a discussion of potential sources of session-effects, see Fréchette (2012) .
RT does, it could mechanically result in lower average cooperation over all rounds, even though cooperation rates are the same when looking at the part that overlaps.
In that sense, round one offers a comparison that is easier to interpret. We will analyze the specific behavior within matches later. Table 4 results clearly show that cooperation is higher when joint cooperation can be supported in equilibrium. More importantly, this result holds true for all four treatments. Cooperation rates by matches can be seen in Fig. 1 . The figure suggests no clear pattern of changes in cooperation rates over matches. Across treatments, one can see that there are differences in cooperation levels. Furthermore, the changes over matches and across treatments are not necessarily the same for round one and for all rounds.
Looking across treatments, Fig. 1 and the top panel of Table 5 summarize how the cooperation rates compare in the first part of the experiment, where joint cooperation can be supported in equilibrium.
19 When looking at round one, D?C is in between RT and BRT but is not statistically different from either. All other pairwise comparisons are statistically significant. The standard method has the highest rate and D?RT the lowest. When looking at all rounds, the main change is that the rankings of BRT and D?RT are inverted, with the cooperation rate of D?RT higher in the later case. The size of the treatment effect-the difference between cooperation rates in parts 1 and 2 -is shown in Table 4 . The results can be ordered, with the standard method having the largest treatment effect, followed by D?C, then BRT, and, finally, D?RT with the smallest treatment effect (this order holds, irrespective of looking at round one only or at all rounds).
Summary of results: The comparative static effects are in the same direction for all methods, but there are differences in magnitudes with the standard method (RT) giving the largest treatment effect.
The results that follow will provide evidence on the sources of these differences. First, we will look at factors that affect the evolution of play over matches. Second, we will turn our attention to cooperation within matches, focusing on matches 7 through 12 (after subjects have gained experience). Third, we will explore the strategies used by subjects. In the remainder of the paper, we concentrate on the first part of the experiment, in which mutual cooperation is possible. In the second part of the experiment, matches 13-18, in line with the theoretical predictions, we observe a sharp decline in cooperation rates ( Fig. 1 ) with aggregate cooperation rates dropping below 18 % in all our treatments (Table 4) . Cooperation rates in the second part are so low that there is little to be analyzed in terms of behavior. The variation in cooperation rates that is observed in the first part is what drives the treatment differences and is critical for understanding the trade-offs associated with the different methods examined.
Matches 1 to 12
To understand the factors that affect the evolution of play over matches, Table 6 reports the marginal effects for the estimates of a probit regression (see Table 7 ) where cooperation in round one of the current match is regressed on observations from the previous match (namely, whether or not the opponent in the previous match first cooperated or not, the length of the previous match, and the length squared); 20 also included are the match number and an indicator variable taking value one if the subject cooperated in the first round of the first match and zero otherwise. The dummy variable for whether one's previous opponent cooperated in Length is redefined to be the number of rounds -3 in the case of D?RT to make the estimates comparable across treatments. Note, also, that length is the number of rounds used for payments in the case of BRT.
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round one captures an aspect of that opponent's strategy and can be used to update one's beliefs about the probability that other players are using cooperative strategies. 21 Length and length squared can be used to update beliefs about the likely duration of a match (which, in turn, affects the expected value of cooperation). Match is meant to capture, in an economical way, any time trend. The choice in round one of match 1 is included to allow for correlated random effects (reported in Table 8 ) and is included here for comparability. In the case of BRT, we include two specifications, one that additionally accounts for the number of blocks that were played in the previous match. Finally, the specification for D?C drops length and block related regressors since the length is fixed in that treatment.
Results for the standard method confirm observations from previous experiments. First, when the opponent in the previous match cooperates, one is more likely to cooperate in the subsequent match.
22 Second, when matches last longer, the subsequent match is more likely to start by cooperation. 23 In the case of D?RT, similar effects are observed; however, as can be seen in Table 6 which reports marginal effects, both channels impact cooperation to a lesser degree. The marginal effect of observing someone who first cooperated in the previous match drops from 0.21 to 0.17. The marginal effect of a longer match goes down from 0.06 to 0.04. In the case of BRT, using the same specification, both of these channels loose statistical significance. However, when controls for the number of blocks are added, the results suggest that cooperation rates increase when the previous match has more blocks, but decrease as more rounds are played. In other words, we observe a seesaw pattern of increase in cooperation for each new block in the previous match and gradual decrease as more rounds occur within the block. Finally, in the case of D?C, we find that cooperation in the first round of the previous match has an impact similar to that found in RT, with a magnitude of 0.21. In addition, in that case, there is a positive trend, with cooperation rates in round one increasing over time.
One question that these results raise is what aspects of learning are affected by the differences across treatments. For instance, does the fact that behavior in BRT reacts less to the observed outcomes mean that subjects do not learn to condition their decisions on what their opponent does? As Fig. 2 shows, the results suggest similar evolutions in that regard across treatments. The figure gives, for each match, the probability of cooperation conditional on the opponent cooperating or defecting in the previous round. In all treatments, over the first few matches, there is a decrease in the probability of cooperation following a defection by the other player.
24 Cooperation rates following a cooperative decision by the other player In the RT treatment, it starts at 40 % and ends at 18 %. In the other treatments, it starts close to 25 % and decreases to a rate between 7 and 10 %.
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show an opposite trend, although less pronounced, in all but the D?C treatment.
25
However, the trend for the cooperation rates following cooperation by the other player is more or less constant in the case of the D?C treatment. As a result of these trends, the difference in the conditional probabilities following a cooperation or defection decision by the other player increases with experience. The difference is 46 % (±2 %) in all treatments in the first match, and it nearly doubles by match 12, reaching 76, 80, 74, and 67 % in the RT, D?RT, BRT, and D?C treatments, respectively. Figure 3 presents another aspect of the evolution of behavior. For each treatment and each match, the average cooperation rate is shown for rounds 1, 4, and 5.
26
Rounds 4 and 5 are informative because in D?RT, they are the rounds just before and just after the transition to random termination; in BRT, they represent the end of the first block and the start of the second block; and in the D?C treatment, they represent the last PD game and the choice in the continuation value coordination game.
Figure 3 reveals important differences between the implementation methods. The first observation is that in RT, cooperation rates in rounds 4 and 5 are very similar, but both tend to be below the round one rate. This is natural in an environment where there is heterogeneity in the subject pool in terms of the strategies used. Clustered (session level) standard errors in parentheses * p \ 0.10; ** p \ 0.05; *** p \ 0.01 25 The increase in cooperation over the 12 matches (for treatments RT, D?RT, and BRT) is between 7 and 21 % points, depending on the treatments. 26 There are no sessions in the RT treatment where matches 1 and 2 last at least four rounds. Also, the first match to last at least four rounds in this treatment is the fifth match. Similarly, in the BRT treatment, the first match for which the fifth round within a match is observed is the fifth match. This is the reason why there are missing values in Fig. 3 for these treatments.
Consider, for example, a population where one half of the population follows Grim while the other half follows Alway Defect. If subjects are randomly matched, we would expect cooperation rates to decrease from half to a quarter when we compare the first round to the second round. In D?RT, there is no visible impact of moving from the payoff discounting phase to the random termination phase. However, the fact that cooperation is at the same level in rounds 1 and later is surprising (since we have found that subjects are more likely to defect after a defection by the other player) and suggests different types of strategies to be used in this treatment.
27
In BRT, cooperation rates in round four are below the round one level, and the round five level is slightly higher. This suggests a small restart effect between blocks, consistent with the results in Table 6 . The restart effect between blocks observed in this treatment can potentially pose a problem for analyzing long-term Clustered (session level) standard errors in parentheses r 2 is the variance of the subject specific random effects. r 2 r 2 þ1 measures the extent of the individual subject effects and has a minimum value of 0 (no individual subject effects) and a maximum value of 1 (all variance is explained by individual subject effects) * p \ 0.10; ** p \ 0.05; *** p \ 0.01 27 Our findings in Fig. 2 show that aggregate response to defection and cooperation exhibit similar differences in D?RT and in RT. The combination of these observations suggests that subjects are more likely to play miscoordinated strategies, such as variations of Tit-For-Tat, rather than Grim in this treatment. We postpone further discussion of this to Sect. 3.3.
Infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: four... 293 dynamics within an interaction. However, the restart effect is disappearing over time. If we consider how cooperation between rounds 4 and 5 vary as a function of the match number, we find a statistically significant negative relation. 28 In fact, in the last three matches of the first phase, the difference between rounds 4 and 5 is decreasing, and in match 12, there is no restart effect. D?C is the treatment most different from RT. Not only is cooperation much less likely in round four than in round one, but the difference is also increasing over time. In addition, it is the only treatment in which cooperative choices in round five are more frequent than in round one. From the graph, we can see a dramatic change in behavior from round four to round five.
Some of these patterns are better investigated by looking at behavior within a match as shown in Fig. 4 . The figure focuses on the second half of the first part of the experiment-namely, matches 7-12. 29 For both RT and BRT, the general pattern seems to be an early decrease in average cooperation followed by a relatively stable period. 30 The D?RT treatment, consistent with earlier observations, presents a smaller decrease in cooperation in the rounds that follow the first 28 This is done using an ordered probit (cooperation can decrease, stay the same, or increase) clustering by session. 29 We omit the earlier data to look at more-stable and more-experienced behavior, although the picture changes very little when we include all the data. 30 The drop at the end for RT can be explained by the fact that the sample of matches is changing as we look across rounds. In particular, there are 52 observations in round 10, but only 12 for round 11. To eliminate variations due to the fact that the matches that have x-many rounds vary, Fig. 5 presents a similar graph for all matches that lasted at least five rounds, but only looking at the first five rounds. In one. The BRT treatment displays the restart effect mentioned earlier, but if the data is broken down into smaller groups of match (see Fig. 6 ), it is clear that this effect disappears with experience. The most dramatically different behavior is observed in the case of D?C. There is an important decrease in cooperation over the first four rounds, followed by a very high rate of cooperation in the coordination game.
Summary of results: There are variations across methods in how behavior changes with past experiences. D?RT reduces the impact of past experiences and generates the lowest variance in expected payoffs.
Discounting 1 coordination
Behavior in D?C suggests that subjects do not use dynamic incentives as in the other treatments. To investigate this further, we examine if and how play in the coordination game depends on play in the first four rounds, which, as theory suggests, would be the case if subjects punished deviations from cooperative agreements. Table 9 reports the marginal effects for the estimates of a probit where cooperation in the coordination game (in round five) is regressed on the choice in round one, as well as other controls. Only the choice in round one is included to avoid the endogeneity problems that other rounds would generate. We include subjects' average actions in previous matches to allow strategies in the coordination game to be type-dependent, regardless of the opponent's actions in the previous rounds. 31 The results are reported for various experience levels. In the last column, we also include as a point of comparison the estimates of the same specification for matches 10-12 of our other treatments.
32
The regression results look significantly different for every block of matches. In particular, in the last block, none of the dummy variables that capture the outcome in round one are significant. 33 For the last three matches, the only variable that is predictive of play in the coordination game is the average action in the previous matches. In comparison, the estimation results for our random termination treatments at the same experience level look very different. We see a clear impact of the round one outcome on the cooperation decision in round five. More importantly, the magnitude of the effect is much more pronounced. For instance, when both subjects cooperate in round one, the increase in the probability of cooperation in round five, as opposed to the case where the opponent defects, is 62 percentage points for the cases of RT, D?RT, and BRT taken together, while it is only 3 percentage points in the case of treatment D?C. 31 We look at actions in matches besides the ones under consideration-e.g., in the column for matches 4-6: this is computed from matches 1-3 and 7-12. 32 In the case of the last column, including dummy variables for all but one treatment does not qualitatively change the results. Since both dummies are not statistically significant, nor are they jointly different from zero, they are not included. Table 10 reports the probit regression estimates, and Table 11 reports correlated random effects estimates. 33 Note that for matches 7-9, an F-test shows that the sum of the first three terms is significantly different from 0 (p \ 0.01).This implies that outcomes of (C, C) and (D, D) in round one generate different levels of cooperation in round five. This suggests that, for a period of time, some subjects employed defection in the last round as a punishment strategy.
A less statistical but very telling way of seeing the disconnect between the choice in round five and the choices before that is presented in Fig. 7 . On the x-axis is the number of cooperative choices in the first four rounds by either of the players in a pair (hence, the minimum is 0 and the maximum 8 if both players cooperate in all four rounds), and on the y-axis is the probability that a subject cooperates in round Infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: four... 297
five. As can be seen, in D?C, the relation is mostly flat, whereas in all other treatments, there is an important positive relationship.
34
This is in line with the observation from Fig. 3 that as subjects gain experience, actions in the coordination game become independent of the evolution of play in the previous rounds. When subjects don't use the coordination game to create dynamic incentives, the first four rounds of the match turn into a finitely repeated game. The rapid decline in cooperation rates observed within a match (for the first four rounds) in this treatment closely resembles behavior reported in finitely repeated PD experiments, providing further evidence that behavior in this treatment does not capture the presence of dynamic incentives.
35
Summary of results: With the D?C method, as subjects gain experience, actions in the coordination game become independent of the evolution of play in the previous rounds. This implies that the coordination game is not used to create dynamic incentives.
The next section analyzes the strategies that subjects use. Given that behavior in the D?C treatment is substantially different from the other treatments, we focus on the first three methods.
Strategies
This section investigates whether the different methods of implementing infinitely repeated games, although theoretically equivalent, lead to different strategic choices. Our goal is to see if the aggregate differences observed across the different methods can be explained by differences in the strategies used. This can provide insight into the mechanisms driving the behavioral differences across these methods. More broadly, this enables us to study how changing the framing of the environment (from RT to BRT) or the expected interaction length (from RT to D?RT) affects the strategic considerations of the subjects. Understanding how these manipulations affect strategy choice provides insights into behavior that potentially generalize beyond the specifics of this experiment: to other PDs, other social dilemmas, or even to dynamic games more generally.
For this, we employ the strategy estimation procedure introduced in Dal Bó and Fréchette (2011), referred to as strategy frequency estimation method or SFEM, and also used in Fudenberg et al. (2012) , Rand et al. (2015), Dal Bó and Fréchette (2015) and Vespa (2015) , among others [see Dal Bó and Fréchette (2016) for a summary of findings]. This approach to estimating strategies consists of first computing a vector of the choices that would be prescribed to that subject by each strategy under consideration, given the history of play. The econometric procedure, a mixture model, acts as a signal detection method and estimates via maximum likelihood how close the actual choices are from the prescriptions of each strategy. The key estimates obtained are the proportion in which each strategy is observed in the population sample. 36 34 The figure is almost identical if, instead, the y-axis is computed for round five and all subsequent rounds. 35 See Embrey et al. (2016) for a review of behavior infinitely repeated PDs. 36 The interested reader can refer to the online appendix for a more detailed description of the estimation method.
Table 9
Marginal effects (probit) of the factors affecting cooperation in the coordination game of treatment D?C (round 5) Infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: four... 299 Table 12 reports the estimated frequency of strategies for each of the treatments. 37 In this table, we include only strategies that have a statistically significant positive population share in at least one of our treatments. 38, 39 Results reported in Table 12 stand out, as they indicate that Always Defect, Grim, and versions of Tit-For-Tat account for the most common strategies in all Clustered (session level) standard errors in parentheses * p \ 0.10; ** p \ 0.05; *** p \ 0.01 37 Standard errors are obtained by bootstrapping. This is done by first drawing sessions and then subjects (both with replacement). 38 In our estimation, we include the 20 strategies considered in Fudenberg et al. (2012) , which cover the commonly considered strategies in repeated prisoner's dilemma experiments. We refer the reader to Table 13 for a description of these strategies. Our estimation results for the entire set of strategies can be found in Table 14 . 39 In Table 14 , to ensure that the treatment differences we observe are not driven by differences in the number of observations per match, we also estimate strategies for a subset of observations in D?RT and BRT, focusing only on the rounds in each match that are observed under all methods. For example if a match ended in round five in RT, we look only at the data from the first five rounds for the equivalent match in D?RT and BRT. The results are very similar when using all the data versus only this subset. For D?RT, the difference is that Grim and Win-Stay-Lose-Shift are statistically significant using the subset but not all the data, while 2-Tits-For-Tat and 2-Tits-For-2-Tats are statistically significant using all the data but not in the subset. This seems to suggest that identifying strategies with longer memory is more difficult with fewer choices per match. For BRT, Suspicious Tit-For-Tat is not significant using all the data but it is in the subset. On the other hand, 2-Tits-For-2-Tats is not significant in the subset, but significant for all the data. These are relatively small differences considering the number of strategies; and except in the case of Grim, each of these strategies represent less than 10 % of the data. Fudenberg et al. (2012) and Dal Bó and Fréchette (2015) have already pointed out that this method does not perform as well at identifying strategies that are present in small proportions.
of our treatments. 40 Moreover, the results indicate that variations in how subjects behave across the different methods can be linked to differences in the frequency of these strategies. First, we observe unconditional defection to be lowest, at 14 % in RT. In D?RT and BRT, 26 and 25 % of the population always defects. This suggests that subjects use more-cooperative strategies under RT. Categorizing strategies as cooperative vs. uncooperative and comparing the relative frequency of these categories provides further evidence in this direction. If we compare the population share of all strategies that start with defection in round one, we find it to be 18 % in RT, 46 % in D?RT (different from RT at p\0:1) and 33 % in BRT (not statistically significant from RT). 41, 42 This result is in line with our findings in Fig. 4 and Table 5 which report round one cooperation to be highest for RT.
Another feature of our data is the differences in our treatments in terms of the stability of cooperation within a match. In Fig. 4 , we see a sharp decline in cooperation from round one to round four with RT. There is a similar decline in BRT. With D?RT, however, the cooperation rate is more stable, with round one's cooperation rate not significantly different from that of round five. This is also seen in Fig. 3 . This is a surprising result, as the most-studied and often observed strategies (such as Grim-trigger or Tit-For-Tat) in the literature predict a breakdown of cooperation when a cooperator meets a defector in the first round. Table 12 reveals that the stability of cooperation rates in D?RT can be explained by the decrease in popularity of Grim and the increase in popularity of Suspicious Tit-ForTat. When a cooperator meets a defector in round one, for cooperation to continue in the future, the defector must be playing strategies that potentially switch back to cooperation, and the cooperator must be playing strategies with limited punishment. We see that 20 % of the population in D?RT plays strategies that start with defection in round one, but possibly switch back and settle on cooperation, depending on the partner's response. 43 The corresponding share is only 4 % in RT and 8 % in BRT. Additionally, we see that while 32 % of the population is playing Grim-trigger strategies in RT and 21 % in BRT, this share is only 10 % in D?RT. Tit-For-Tat type strategies in this treatment imply limited punishment.
Strategy choices in the BRT treatment are fairly close to what is observed in the RT treatment. Although Grim is less popular than under RT, the drop is not as important as under D?RT. On the other hand, the increase in Always Defect is almost as large as for D?RT. Finally, for Suspicious Tit-For-Tat we see only a very modest increase. In contrast to D?RT, these difference are not statistically significant in BRT.
Hence, comparison of the methods in terms of the strategies used provides the most striking contrast when going from RT to D?RT. Since these two treatments are theoretically isomorphic, this amounts to increasing the average number of interactions while keeping the value of cooperation versus defection constant. 44 To summarize our findings, we find this change to generate three key patterns of behavior: (1) the frequency of AD (Always Defect) increases; (2) the popularity of Grim is diminished; and (3) suspicious Tit-For-Tat becomes more popular. These changes are extremely surprising, as it goes against the intuition and folk wisdom about the impact of longer interactions on cooperation in repeated PDs.
In a standard experiment using RT, if d increases, the average number of interactions increases, but the relative value of cooperation also increases. 45 The results presented in this section suggest that increasing d may affect strategy choice via multiple channels, one of which is that it mechanically changes the average See Table 10 Clustered (session level) standard errors in parentheses r 2 is the variance of the subject specific random effects * p \ 0.10; ** p \ 0.05; *** p \ 0.01 44 The value of cooperation is often captured by the size of the basin of attraction of AD. Intuitively, if a subject is uncertain about whether he is playing against a subject following the Grim or AD strategy, the set of prior beliefs under which it is optimal to follow the Grim strategy relative to AD increases with d. 45 Embrey et al. (2016) provides a meta-analysis of experimental research on the finitely repeated PD and analyzes how the interaction length affects cooperations rates.
number of interactions under most experimental designs. Dal Bó and Fréchette (2015) , who directly elicit strategies, find that the impact of increasing d holding stage game parameters constant are for the most part reversed as compared to the three aforementioned ones (and summarized in the previous paragraph). This highlights the importance of separating the effects of the average number of interactions from those of the relative value of cooperation in order to understand how the discount factor affects strategic choices. Infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: four... 303
Summary of results: Estimated strategies are significantly different in D?RT relative to RT. This suggests that increasing the interaction length, in the absence of any changes in the discount rate, can affect equilibrium selection.
Discussion
We have studied behavior under four different implementations of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory: the standard random termination method (RT) and three other methods that de-couple the expected number of rounds and the discount factor (D?RT, BRT and D?C). Our results can be summarized as follows.
Most importantly, we find that all four methods generate sharp comparative statics in the same direction: cooperation levels drop significantly when parameters of the stage game are changed to make mutual cooperation theoretically unsustainable. However, analysis of behavior within a match indicates that the cooperation that is observed with the D?C method is not supported by dynamic incentives. With this method, subjects treat the coordination game as independent of the history of play, and they appear to consider the rest of the game as a finitely repeated game. Cooper and Kühn (2014a, b) show how dynamic incentives can be recovered with this method when subjects are allowed to engage in pre-play communication. 46 Overall, the D?C method induces a markedly different environment that has distinct advantages and disadvantages. It reduces the number of exchanges per match and simplifies the strategy space, but our results suggest that it should not be used without communication when studying infinitely repeated games.
In contrast, all three methods using random termination generate behavior that is consistent with theory. The preferred implementation method among these will depend on the research question at hand and the type of applications that are meant to be modeled in the laboratory. From the perspective of testing the implications of infinitely repeated games in the laboratory, we find that the different methods present various trade-offs.
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-The RT method generates the largest comparative statics with respect to parameters of the stage game. It generates fewer rounds per match than D?RT and BRT, hence allows for more matches to be played in one session. This can be important in settings where learning is slow. In addition, it is the most commonly used method making comparisons to other studies more direct. Hence, it provides the default design choice unless the research question presents good reasons to depart from it. -The D?RT method provides the following benefits relative to RT. It allows the experimenter to vary the average number of interactions independently of the discount factor; and it reduces the impact of past experiences. Hence, this method can be desirable in two ways. First, when longer matches need to be observed; second, when the experimenter wants to reduce variance across sessions. Moreover, if the experiment is meant to represent an environment where payoff discounting is more germane than random termination, using 46 Cooper and Kühn (2014a) find that free form communication generates cooperation primarily by allowing subjects to communicate explicit punishment threats in response to noncooperative actions. Consistent with this observation, they find that cooperation cannot be sustained when communication is structured and the limited message space does not allow for communication of contingent strategies. Cooper and Kühn (2014b) revisit the impact and nature of communication in their D?C design. They also manipulate the number of rounds played before the coordination game: one or two. As in Cooper and Kühn (2014a) , their findings indicate that with free form communication cooperation emerges. Their results are consistent with ours in that, without communication, despite the fact that by the end of the experiment very few subjects in round one choose the high mutual payoff action, the vast majority of subjects do not choose the lowest payoff equilibrium in the coordination game. While lack of variation in round 1 play makes it difficult to look at contingent play in the coordination game, the fact that less than 5 % of subjects play the low payoff action in the coordination game suggests a limited link between choices in the coordination game and history of play in the first round. The same is not true, however, when they allow for free form communication. In that case, there is an important correlation between round one and round two choices, suggesting that subjects create and use dynamic incentives in these treatments. 47 We are wary of a cookbook approach to design and thus provide these with caution. Specific questions each have their own requirements that are difficult to anticipate in the abstract. Thus, these recommendations should be taken with a grain of salt.
D?RT could be important given the observation that this treatment leads subjects to use slightly different strategies.
48
-The BRT method provides additional benefits of its own. It allows the experimenter to vary the expected number of observations from a match independently of the discount factor or stage game (essentially without changing the expected length of the match). It also reduces the impact of past experiences, but not as much as D?RT. It yields strategic choices closer to RT than D?RT. Hence, it can be a desirable choice when the experimenter needs to observe longer interactions but wants to remain as close as possible to RT. 49 Hence, the main result of this study is that all four implementations ''work'' in that they generates comparative static results in the same direction, a direction that is consistent with the theory of infinitely repeated games. However, from the subject's behavior we can find that only three of these implementations actually generates dynamic incentives. Thus, if the purpose of an experiment is to use an implementation that speaks to the theory of infinitely repeated games, then the D?C method should be avoided. A more detailed analysis of the subjects behavior does reveal some differences in behavior between implementations. These suggest that subjects respond to payoff discounting and probabilistic continuation in slightly different ways. To our knowledge, our experiment is the first to report behavioral differences across these environments. Moreover, the impact of longer average interactions while keeping discounting constant are opposite of what we would have expected. Moving outside of the laboratory, these results suggests that situations in which agents are very patient, but relationships are likely to terminate for exogenous reasons, may lead to slightly different strategic choices and, consequently, different dynamics than situations in which agents are less patient, but interactions are less likely to end; even if, from a theoretical perspective, these two environments allow for the same set of equilibrium outcomes. 48 Of these three methods, this one generates the lowest variance in expected payments. If controlling the budget is a priority, this implementation would be preferable. If this is a concern, however, the method that gives the most control on expected payment is the one presented in Sherstyuk et al. (2013) of using RT and paying only the last round. That method could be adapted to be used in combination with the BRT design. 49 It should be noted that this method generates a re-start effect (between blocks) that disappears with experience. For this reason, this method is better suited to experimental designs where many matches will be played.
